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Proper Citation
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Resource Information

URL:

Proper Citation: Human Imaging Database (RRID:SCR_006126)

Description: THIS RESOURCE IS NO LONGER IN SERVICE. Documented October 5, 2017.

Database management system developed to handle the increasingly large and diverse datasets collected as part of the MBIRN and FBIRN collaboratories and throughout clinical imaging communities at large. The HID can be extended to contain relevant information concerning experimental subjects, assessments of subjects, the experimental data collected, the experimental protocols, and other metadata normally included with experiments.

Resource Type: Resource, source code, database, software application, data management software, service resource, storage service resource, software resource, image repository, data repository, data or information resource

References: PMID:19826494, PMID:18348946

Keywords: imaging, fmri, clinical, behavior, biomedical imaging data, mri

Parent Organization: Biomedical Informatics Research Network

Related Condition: Schizophrenia

Related resources: Cognitive Paradigm Ontology, XCEDE Schema

Availability: THIS RESOURCE IS NO LONGER IN SERVICE
Website Status: Last checked up

Abbreviations: HID

Resource Name: Human Imaging Database

Resource ID: SCR_006126

Alternate IDs: nif-0000-00269

Alternate URLs: http://www.nitrc.org/projects/hid


Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for Human Imaging Database.

No alerts have been found for Human Imaging Database.

Data and Source Information

Source: SciCrunch Registry

Usage and Citation Metrics

We found 3 mentions in open access literature.

Listed below are recent publications. The full list is available at FDI Lab - SciCrunch.org.

